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Abstract

The divergent and broadband proton beams produced by the target normal sheath acceleration mechanism, provide
unique opportunity to probe, in a point-projection imaging scheme, the dynamics of the transient electric and magnetic
fields produced during laser-plasma interactions. Commonly such experimental setup entails two intense laser beams,
where the interaction produced by one beam is probed with the protons produced by the second beam. Here we studied
ultra-fast charge dynamics along a wire connected to laser irradiated target by a ‘self’ proton probing arrangement - i.e.
by connecting the wire to the target generating the probe protons. The experimental data shows that an electromagnetic
pulse carrying a large amount of charge is launched along the wire, which travels as a unified pulse of 10s of ps
duration with a velocity close to speed of light. The experimental capabilities and the analysis procedure of this
specific type of proton probing technique are discussed.

Keywords:

1. Introduction1

Amongst different laser-driven acceleration mecha-2

nisms currently under development/optimisation, Target3

Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) mechanism is the4

most robust and widely studied process [1]. Although5

the broad energy spectrum and inherent beam diver-6

gence of the TNSA protons poses significant scientific7

and design challenges towards many of its potential ap-8

plications (for ex. cancer therapy [2, 3], warm dense9

matter creation [4, 5, 6], production of neutrons [7]),10

these properties are well suited to radiographic appli-11

cations [8]. Where the point like source of the quasi-12

laminar and divergent beams of TNSA protons produces13

radiographs with high spatial resolution (of the order of14

µm), its broad energy spectrum provides a single shot15

multi-frame capability with high temporal resolution (of16

the order of ps). The proton probing technique has been17

extensively used for studying transient electric and mag-18

netic fields associated with intense laser plasma interac-19

tions [9, 10, 11, 12]. A typical setup for these stud-20

ies employs two temporally synchronised intense laser21
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the most energetic hot electrons. The propagation of the current is related to a time-varying
linear charge density responsible for deflecting the proton beam.

3.1 target design and experimental arrangement

The experimental setup with the self-probing target is shown in figure 3.1. The arrange-

Figure 3.1: Experimental setup adopted for the detection of the return current. Protons generated
at the rear of the gold foil invest the charged metallic wire. To be noted the ground
position, placed on the foil rather than at the end of the wire, as it was done in Ahmed’s
work [18].

ment clearly resambles the proton radiography configuration already described in 2.2.1.
Here, specifications about the targets used in the experiment are given. The proton source
is a 1.5 ⇥ 1.5 mm gold foil, 10 µm thick, which was irradiated by a ⇠ 10 J, 560 fs laser pulse
focused down to ⇠ 9 µm diameter, giving a peak intensity equal to ⇠ 5 ⇥ 1018 W/cm2.
A metallic wire is glued at the top of the foil and bent behind it, thus implementing the
self-probing configuration: in fact, the proton beam produced at the rear of the foil by
the TNSA mechanism invests the wire and records information about the transient linear
charge density developing on its surface. When reaching the same height as the gold foil,
the wire is horizontally bent several times in a rectangular pattern to increase the charge
path without exiting the protons field of view. In figure 3.2 a target example is shown.
These pictures were taken before each laser shot to characterise the target, with particular
attention to the foil-to-wire distance (d in figure 3.1 and 2.5) and the delay line length,
which is enlighted in figure 3.2. In fact, these distances were chosen in advance to match the
proton time of flight from the source to the wire and the expected charge position along the
wire at a certain time, assuming for the current signal the value of 0.92c, which had already
been found in references [17] and [18]. Depending on the delay line length, probing protons
were able to diagnose different stages of the field propagation along the wire. Three stages,
corresponding to three different laser shots, constitute the complete data set to reconstruct
the whole history of the propagation: downwards to the wire open end, the arrival and
reflection at the open end, and upwards back to the gold foil. Specifications about the
delay line length and other shot to shot parameters are listed in table 3.1. Wire tilting
around the x̂ and ŷ axis as indicated in figure 3.1 was found to produce little changes in
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Figure 1: (a) shows a schematic of the experimental setup used for
probing the flow of the discharging current in a wire connected to a
laser irradiated target in a self proton probing arrangement. (b) Image
of the square wave pattern (SWP) target used in the experiment, taken
by a 8 bit CCD camera.

pulses. One of the pulses is used to generate the probe22

protons from a thin metallic foil, while the second pulse23

with an appropriate target is used to generate the field24

dynamics, or the physical process, to be investigated.25

Here we present investigations of the ultrafast26

dynamics associated to transient charging of laser-27

irradiated targets, initiated by a intense laser interac-28

tion, using a single laser pulse - in an arrangement29

we refer to as self proton probing (SPP). Transient30

charging and discharging of laser irradiated targets have31
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Shot1 Shot2 Shot3

Incident Overlap Reflected

Wire material Cu Al Al

Wire radius (µm) 37.5 50 40

Horizontal segment length (mm) 2.5 2 1.6

Vertical segment length (mm) 0.6 0.4 0.5

Delay line length (mm) (from foil to top

of windings)

12.2 9.4 8.5

Open end distance (mm) (from the latest

measured point along the wire)

9.5 0.8 2.4

Distance foil-wire d (mm) 2.38 4.01 3.38

Distance foil-RCF stack D (mm) 19 20 20

Laser energy on target (J) 7.40 7.55 9.85

Table 3.1: Target and setup details for each analysed shot. Shot names refer to the the observed

field propagation: towards the wire open end, arriving at the open end and backwards

from the open end. D and d immediately provide the magnification factor. For each

point measured along the wire, delay line length and distance between the foil and the

wire were corrected by taking into account the additional charge path and the wire

tilting with respect to the vertical and horizontal axis.

3.2.1 Incident field reconstruction

Figure 3.3 shows the useful irradiated RCF layers (RCFs) for the first shot, together

with the initial proton energy whose Bragg peak occurs at the corresponding layer depth

within the stack and the probing time calculated using formula 2.5. Wire segments are

(a) RCF 04, 5.65 MeV, tp = 72 ps. (b) RCF 03, 4.55 MeV, tp = 81 ps. (c) RCF 02, 3.20 MeV, tp = 96 ps.

Figure 3.3:RCFs showing the charge propagation to the open end of the Cu wire. In RCF 02

probing times calculated with formula 3.3 by taking into account the proton divergence

are indicated. In the inset, the target shape is shown to illustrate the charge path and

the proton field of view.

indicated with decreasing numbers, from the top to the bottom of the field of view. In

the inset, the wire shape is displayed to give an idea of the charge path and of the area

probed by protons. RCFs clearly show typical charge-induced proton deflections, similar to

what has been shown in section 2.2.2. For example, in the fourth layer of the RCF stack,

the profile of segment 2 appears to be larger than the magnified projection of the wire
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Figure 2: (a), (b) and (c) shows the raw proton images of the charge flow along the SWP at different probing times, obtained in a single shot from
different RCF layers in the stack detector, corresponding to Bragg peak proton energy of ((5.6, 4.5 & 3.2)±0.5) MeV protons (as labelled in the
bottom left side of each image). The probing time mentioned at the top-right corner of each image correspond to the time of arrival of respective
energy protons at the centre of their field of view on the plane of the SWP. The line segments in the proton images are labelled and the arrows
indicate the direction of the charge flow through the SWP, from top to bottom. The red dashed lines provide eye-guide for the width of the proton
deflected region around different wire segments for the respective probe proton energies labelled on the image. The insert at the bottom right of (a)
shows part of the target image shown in Fig 1(b), with the circle representing the field of view of the probe protons.

been the object of several previous studies employing32

the standard proton probing technique (using two laser33

pulses) [11, 12, 13, 14]. These studies revealed positive34

target charge up to MV potential following intense irra-35

diation, due to the escape of relativistic electrons from36

the laser-irradiated region[11, 12, 15]. The targets were37

then observed to discharge to ground on timescales of38

10s of ps [11, 14]. The strong and sudden charge sep-39

aration caused by the hot electron escape was also seen40

to lead to the launch of a surface electromagnetic (EM)41

wave along the target, expanding out from the interac-42

tion point at nearly the speed of light [13, 12]. This43

surface wave contributes to the target neutralization pro-44

cess by carrying the positive charge away from the in-45

teraction region. In this paper we show how an ap-46

propriate arrangement allowed us to follow this surface47

wave along a cm-long wire connected to the laser irra-48

diated target, and to reveal its pulsed nature. We saw the49

pulse propagating along the wire at a velocity close to50

the speed of light, while retaining its pulse shape over51

centimetres of propagation.52

2. Experimental setup53

The experiment was performed using the TARA-54

NIS laser at QUB [16], employing the CPA pulse of55

∼600fs pulse duration with energy ∼5J on target. The56

short pulse was focused by a f/3 off axis parabola onto57

∼10 µm thick and a few mm2 gold foil at an intensity58

∼ 2 × 1019 W/cm2. Following this interaction protons59

are accelerated from the rear surface of the foil via the60

TNSA process and are used as a charged particle probe61

for a separate portion of the target. A schematic of the62

experimental setup is shown in figure 1(a). A stack of63

multilayer Radiochromic films (RCF) of type HD81064

[17] was used as a proton detector. Due to the Bragg65

peak energy deposition profile of protons in matter, the66

proton image produced in a given layer of RCF corre-67

sponds primarily to a narrow range of proton energy,68

defined by the position of the RCF layer in the stack.69

A particular target design (shown in Fig. 1(a)) was70

used for studying the charge dynamics far away (≥ cm)71

from the interaction region. A thin (∼75 µm diame-72

ter) and several centimeters long Copper wire was con-73

nected to the proton-generating gold foil. In order to74

maximize the length of wire that could be observed75

within the field of view of the probe beam, the Cu wire76

was folded in to a square wave pattern (SWP) in front77

of and parallel to the interaction foil, as shown in the78

Fig. 1(b). There were 8 segments in the SWP, as shown79

in Fig. 1(b), where the length of each horizontal wire80

segment was ∼2.5mm and the vertical spacing between81

two segments was ∼600µm. The distance between the82

proton source and the centre of the SWP was ∼2.4 mm,83

whereas the RCF stack detector was placed at ∼20 mm84

from the proton generating foil, providing a magnifica-85

tion of ∼8.3 in the point-projection arrangement. The86

length of the Cu wire from the Au foil to the top of the87

winding in the SWP was approximately 12 mm, so that88

a EM wave launched by the interaction and travelling89

2



along the wire at a velocity close to the speed of light,90

would be intercepted by the probe proton beam.91

3. Time resolved detection of EM pulse propagation92

Fig. 2 shows the data obtained in three consecutive93

layers of RCF in the stack detector, which show the94

propagation of the EM pulse in different segments of95

the SWP at different probing times. The darkness in the96

RCF images is proportional to the incident flux of pro-97

tons of the given energy arriving at the RCF. For an elec-98

trically neutral metal wire, a proton radiograph would99

show a shadow (proton depleted region) of the wire due100

to multiple-small angle scatterings of the probe protons101

in the wire. In this case, the width of the shadow on102

the RCF will be equal to the product of the diameter103

of the probed wire and the geometrical magnification104

(M = L/l, where l and L represent the distance from the105

proton source to the probed wire and the RCF respec-106

tively). If the wire is positively charged, the probe pro-107

tons will experience a strong Coulomb deflection. The108

width of the proton depleted region on the RCF will in109

this case be related to the strength of the electric field110

around the wire and the energy of the probe protons.111

As can be seen in Fig. 2(a), the segment S2 appears112

to be charged to some positive potential, while the next113

wire segment, S3, remains electrically neutral. The con-114

ical shape of the proton deflected region around the seg-115

ment S2, as highlighted by the red dashed line, indicates116

the rise of the electric field as positive charge moves117

along the wire from its left hand side, the side which118

is connected to the laser irradiated target. At a later119

probing time, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the segment S3120

has become positively charged as evident from the in-121

crease of the width of the proton depleted region around122

S3. This suggests that the charge front associated to123

the surface wave has flown from S2 to S3 during the124

time elapsed between the snapshots shown in Fig. 2 (a)125

and (b). In the following time frame (Fig. 2 (c)), as126

expected, the charge appears to have entered into the127

line segment S4. However, it is interesting to observe128

that the line segment S1 and half of the line segment S2129

are back to being electrically neutral at this time. The130

proton deflected region around S2 takes the form of a131

reverse conical shape, with the narrower side towards132

the laser irradiated target. The data therefore are con-133

sistent with the propagation of a localised pulse, with a134

finite temporal width and carrying positive charge. The135

propagation of this pulse is consistent with the previous136

observation of a surface EM wave generation and prop-137

agation discussed in [12], and confirms separate obser-138

vations reported in [18]. In response to the sudden, pos-139
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Figure 3: Schematic showing the geometry used for the self proton
probing measurement of the neutralising charge flow along the SWP
connected to the laser irradiated target. The red dotted line represent
the axis of the probe proton beam emitted from a point P(0,0,0), which
is laser interaction point on the flat foil, interacting the plane of the
SWP and RCF at distances l and L respectively. P(x,y,l) is a point on
one of the line segments of the SWP projected to the point ‘R’ on the
RCF plane. The line segments of the SWP probed by the protons in
this shot is labelled on the RCF image.

itive charge-up of the laser-irradiated area of the target,140

the propagation of EM pulses away from the interaction141

regions contributes to lowering the target potential to-142

wards neutrality by carrying excess positive charge to143

remote regions of the target assembly or to ground.144

4. Characterisation of the charge pulse profile145

Quantitative information about the charge pulse tem-
poral profile can be obtained from the data shown in
Fig. 2. The energy (Eproton) with which each of the
RCF layers shown in Fig.2 is labelled refers to protons
reaching their Bragg peak in the layer, as obtained from
SRIM [20] simulations. The probing times labelled at
the top right hand corner of the RCF images shown in
Fig. 2 correspond to the time of arrival of protons with
this energy at the centre of its field of view (see Fig. 3 for
a schematic of the geometry involved in our SPP setup).
The probing time for different points on the SWP varies
within a few ps due to the different path lengths trav-
elled by the probe protons. The absolute probing time
at a given location on the plane of the SWP (x, y, z = l)
(see fig. 3) can be calculated by,

tproton(Ep, x, y, z = l) '

√
x2 + y2 + l2

2Eproton/mp
(1)

where mp represents the mass of proton. Assuming the146

charge pulse is travelling down the wire with a constant147

speed “vcharge”, the time of arrival of the charge pulse148

at the point P can be written as tcharge = ldelay/vcharge,149

where ldelay is the length of the wire from the proton150
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Figure 4: Figure showing the comparison between the experimental
and simulated proton flux profiles (as shown in inserts) across a proton
depleted region around one of the wire segment shown in Fig. 2.

source to the given point P. Therefore, by measuring the151

charge density at different points on the SWP at differ-152

ent times, the charge pulse profile can be obtained by153

plotting the charge density with respect to the relative154

probing time (t = tproton − tcharge).155

The proton deflection by an electrically charged seg-156

ment will depend on both the charge density and the157

probe proton energy. Therefore the 3D particle trac-158

ing simulations were carried out in order to estimate the159

charge density from proton deflection. The first step of160

the analysis was to measure the transverse width of the161

proton depleted region across the SWP. Although the162

image obtained in a given RCF layer is produced pri-163

marily by the protons having their Bragg peak in that164

layer, the image also contains a fractional contribution165

from higher energy protons in the probe beam. There-166

fore each RCF image contains an impression of the im-167

ages produced by the higher energy protons deeper in168

the stack [13]. For instance, the gray dotted line around169

the segment S3 and S2 in Fig. 2(b) and (c), respectively,170

represent the width of the proton deflection region pro-171

duced by the higher energy protons, probing the SWP172

at earlier times, compared to that produced by the pro-173

tons reaching their bragg peak in the respective layers174

(marked by the red dotted line). Due to the ultra-fast175

(close to the speed of the light [12]) propagation of the176

charge pulse along the wire, these artefact (“ghost”) im-177

pressions becomes an integral part of the proton images178

produced in the RCF. By considering the dynamics of179

charging/discharging of a given line segment from the180

images obtained in different RCF layers, one can iden-181

tify the actual proton deflection for a given layer from182

the overlaying ghost impressions. The red dashed lines183

in Fig. 2 provide eye-guides for the width of the proton184

deflections around different wire segments in different185

layers.186

In order to find out the local charge density from the187

width of the proton deflected region, a series of particle188

tracing simulations using the PTRACE code [21] were189

carried out. The code was setup to simulate probing of190

a metallic wire with uniform linear charge density by191

monoenergetic protons, while using the same geome-192

try and dimensions as per the experimental setup. The193

simulated proton images were rendered as a two dimen-194

sional proton density map at the designated RCF plane195

in the experiment, i.e. on the plane at a distance L from196

the proton source. The linear charge density (λ) of the197

wire segment was varied until the width of the proton198

depleted region matched with the experimental results.199

The particle tracing code PTRACE simulates the200

propagation of the protons from the source through the201

interaction region and up to the detector. There is a202

differential equation solver at the core of the PTRACE203

which computes the trajectory of the particles in pres-204

ence of electric and magnetic fields. The numerical205

solver is a Runge-Kutta fourth-order algorithm cou-206

pled with an adaptive step-size monitoring routine. The207

adaptive step-size routine assures that the time steps at208

which the dynamics are sampled are adequately small209

so that computational resources are well managed dur-210

ing the simulation for large field strengths. The radial211

electric field at a given point in space due to the elec-212

trically charged wire was calculated by E(r) = λ/2πεor,213

where r is the radial distance between the given point214

and the wire and εo is the permittivity of vacuum.215

The line charge density was varied in the simula-216

tion in order to reproduce the experimentally measured217

width of the proton depleted region around the wire.218

Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the experimen-219

tal and a simulated proton flux profiles across a wire220

segment shown in Fig. 2. By converting the proton de-221

flection to linear charge density, the effect of proton en-222

ergies on the net deflection produced in different RCF223

layers was eliminated. This procedure was followed to224

estimate the local charge density at several points on225

the segments S2, S3 and S4 wire segments for different226

probing times.227

In order to reconstruct the temporal profile of the228

charge pulse, the charge densities estimated at differ-229

ent points along the SWP from different RCF layers230

were plotted as a function of the relative probing time231

t = tproton − tcharge. The relative probing time accounts232

for tcharge, which depends on the speed of the charge233

pulse along the wire (vcharge). Since ldelay for each anal-234

ysed point on the SWP was measured directly from235

the target images taken prior to the shot (as shown in236

4



Figure 3.7: Charge density profile, obtained by referring the probing time to the field arrival time
at different points along the wire. Probing times from figure 3.6 were rescaled by L/vc,
where L is the delay line length from the foil to each measured point, and vc was varied
until the peak of the profile was found at 0 ps. In this case, vc = (0.97 ± 0.02)c.

by specifying the length and orientation of all the segments; the linear charge density is
described with its peak value, pulse duration (20 ps FWHM), rise and decay coefficients.
Proton spectrum with temperature 2 MeV and energies between 1 and 15 MeV is chosen to
represent the proton beam typically obtained at TARANIS. Unfortunately two main limits
affect the simulations: first of all the target tilting is not modeled; secondly, in the code it
was not possible to choose the function describing the charge pulse shape to be simulated,
and a gaussian profile for both the rising and falling edges was assumed. In this way the
charge arrives at those points along the wire which were previously analysed with a small
(but increasing over the RCF stack) temporal delay. The result of the simulation is shown
in figure 3.8, for protons with the same initial energy as in the experimental RCFs given
in figure 3.3. Some features can be recognised anyway: the current rising on segment 3 in
the the fourth RCF, charging of segment 2 and 3 on the third RCF and finally the tail of
the pulse on segment 3 on the second RCF. Widest deflections on this last RCF match with
those measured on the experimental one.

3.2.2 Overview of analysis consistency

The analysis of the first shot has allowed to reconstruct the linear charge density profile
propagating along the wire towards the open end. However, since some of the experimental
conditions modeled in PTRACE do not exactly correspond to the real arrangement, mainly
because the code was not immediately and easily adjustable, the results obtained so far
need to interpreted with care. This brief section is meant to underline these differences, in
order to give a better understanding of the charge density values presented in the analysis.

First of all, the wire modeled when running monochromatic simulations is assumed to
be straight and extending to infinity. In this way, boundary conditions for the calculated
electromagnetic field are different with respect to what is requested by the actual geometry
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Figure 5: The temporal profile of the charge pulse travelling along
the SWP measured by the SPP technique. The graph shows the line
charge density measured at different points across different line seg-
ments probed by the proton beam with respect to the relative probing
time t = tproton − tcharge. The error on the time values is dominated
by the width of the Bragg-peak for protons in different RCF layers.
The error in the charge density values follows from the uncertainty in
measuring the width of the proton deflection from the RCF data.

Fig 1(b)), the charge velocity remains a free parameter237

in the data set. By varying the value of vcharge in the data238

points, it was possible obtain a fairly consistent pulse239

shape centred at t=0 as shown in Fig. 5. The agree-240

ment between the data points, obtained for different line241

segments at different probing times, was attained for a242

charge pulse velocity vcharge = (0.96 ± 0.04)c, where c243

is the speed of light in vacuum, which agrees well with244

that reported in ref [12]. The error in the velocity mea-245

surement is primarily due to the uncertainty in defining246

the location of the peak of the charge pulse with respect247

to the relative probing time. Although a limited num-248

ber of temporal snapshots were obtained in this shot,249

one can broadly define the charge pulse as having a full250

width at half maximum of ∼25 ps, which is consistent251

with the previous measurements of the neutralization252

times of electrically cherged targets [11, 12].253

5. Summary and Discussions254

In summary, a slightly different approach to the typ-255

ical proton radiography technique is discussed. The256

technique was used for characterising the charge flow257

dynamics in a wire connected to a laser irradiated target,258

which itself provided the probe protons for the radiog-259

raphy. The experimental results illustrate that positive260

charge flows along the wire as a high amplitude pulse261

of a few tens of ps duration. Furthermore, it is found262

that the charge can be transported over a long wire (a263

few cm) away from laser interaction region, which, may264

be important for future developments of schemes useful265

for controlling and optimising the laser driven proton266

beams. The electric field associated to such travelling267

pulse is strong enough to steer MeV protons, and hence268

can be used to manipulate the laser driven MeV pro-269

ton beams[15]. For instance, allowing the EM pulse to270

travel along a helical path around the proton beam, the271

transverse and longitudinal components of the electric272

field produced inside the helical coil can act simultane-273

ously on a selected bunch (depending on the coil diame-274

ter and pitch) of the transiting protons to produce strong275

focusing and post-acceleration effects [22].276
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